DRAGOS INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS
CYBERSECURITY

OVERVIEW
Dragos is an industrial cybersecurity (ICS/OT/IIoT) technology company that provides comprehensive, passive
visibility of industrial environments and assets, rapid intelligence-driven threat detection through analytics, and
step-by-step investigation playbooks.

THE PROBLEM
Threats to industrial organizations are increasing in
frequency and sophistication, resulting in targeted attacks
that can cause significant financial impact, operational
downtime, and most importantly potential loss of human life.

UKRAINE

2015

First successful attack on electric
infrastructure
CRASHOVERRIDE

2016

Second successful attack on
electric infrastructure
TRISIS

2017

First attack on safety instrumented
systems

THE SOLUTION
The Dragos Platform provides industrial organizations with
comprehensive asset ID, threat detection, and response
capabilities, giving the organizations an unparalleled
understanding of their ICS environments, the threats they
face, and the step-by-step knowledge to respond to threats.

DRAGOS TECHNOLOGY
Backed by The Dragos Intelligence and Threat Operations teams,
the Dragos Platform is continuously codified with the knowledge
of our expert team, so defenders are empowered to become
more independent, security teams can scale their resources, and
organizations are armed with the most comprehensive approach
for holistic ICS defense.

The Benefits
INDUSTRY’S MOST IN-DEPTH ICS VISIBILITY
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) of ICS protocols &
behaviors, host logs, data historians, controller events,
characterizations, traffic flows, and anomalies provide a
complete view of ICS environments and assets

RAPID, ACCURATE THREAT DETECTION
Threat detection via threat behavior analytics derived
from unique intelligence of adversary behaviors, as well as
machine learning-enabled anomaly detection, configuration
detection, and indicator-based detection

FASTER RESPONSE TO THREATS
Investigation playbooks authored by the Dragos Professional
Services team transfer knowledge and best practices to
supplement security teams’ experience and provide step-bystep guidance for faster response to potential threats

THE DRAGOS DIFFERENCE

Dragos is comprised of the industry’s most experienced team of ICS security practitioners. Our
team has been on the front lines of every significant industrial cybersecurity attack globally,
including the 2015 and 2016 Ukraine attacks, CRASHOVERRIDE, and TRISIS.
Leveraging our boots-on-the-ground experience, our technology, threat intelligence, and
professional services help foster your industrial security team’s development to comprehensively
prepare for, respond to, and prevent severe breaches in ICS environments.

AWARDS, PARTNERS & INVESTORS
Dragos is recognized as the industry’s leading ICS cybersecurity provider, and we are proud to
partner with organizations who further our mission of Safeguarding Civilization

To learn more about the Dragos Platform or professional services, please contact
sales@dragos.com or visit dragos.com

